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ABSTRACT

High-level knowledge of language helps the human auditory
system understand speech with missing information such as
missing frequency bands. The automatic speech recognition
community has shown that the use of this knowledge in the
form of language models is crucial to obtaining high qual-
ity recognition results. In this paper, we apply this idea to the
bandwidth expansion problem to automatically estimate miss-
ing frequency bands of speech. Specifically, we use language
models to constrain the recently proposed non-negative hid-
den Markov model for this application. We compare the pro-
posed method to a bandwidth expansion algorithm based on
non-negative spectrogram factorization and show improved
results on two standard signal quality metrics.

Index Terms— Non-negative Hidden Markov Model,
Language Model, Bandwidth Expansion

1. INTRODUCTION

Audio Bandwidth Expansion (BWE) refers to methods that
increase the frequency bandwidth of narrowband audio sig-
nals. Such frequency expansion is desirable if at some point
the bandwidth of the signal has been reduced, as can happen
during signal recording, transmission, storage, or reproduc-
tion.

A typical application of BWE is telephone speech en-
hancement [1]. The degradation of speech quality is caused
by the bandlimiting filters with a passband from approx-
imately 300 Hz to 3400 Hz, due to the use of analogue
frequency-division multiplex transmission. Other applica-
tions include bass enhancement on small loudspeakers and
high-quality reproduction of historical recordings.

Most BWE methods are based on the source-filter model
of speech production [1]. Such methods generate an excita-
tion signal and modify it with an estimated spectral envelope
that simulates the characteristics of the vocal tract. The main
focus has been on the spectral envelope estimation. Classical
techniques for spectral envelope estimation include Gaussian
mixture models (GMM) [2], hidden Markov models (HMM)
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[3], and neural networks [4]. However, these methods need
to be trained on parallel wideband and narrowband corpora
to learn a specific mapping between narrowband features and
wideband spectral envelopes. Thus, a system trained on tele-
phony and wideband speech cannot be readily applied to ex-
pand the bandwidth of a low-quality loudspeaker.

Another way to estimate the missing frequency bands is
based on directly modeling the audio signal by learning a
dictionary of spectral vectors that explains the audio spectro-
gram. By directly modeling the audio spectrogram, BWE can
be framed as a missing data imputation problem. Such meth-
ods only need to be trained once on wideband corpora. Once
the system is trained, it can be used to expand any missing
frequencies of narrowband signals, despite never having been
trained on the mapping between the narrowband and wide-
band corpus. To the best of our knowledge, the only existing
work based on directly modeling the audio is [5] using non-
negative spectrogram factorization.

In this paper, we show that the performance of BWE can
be improved by introducing speech recognition machinery.
Specifically, if it is known that the given speech conforms to
certain syntactic constraints, this high level information could
be useful to constrain the model. In automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR), such constraints are typically enforced in the
form of a language model (constrained sequences of words)
[6]. It has more recently been applied to source separation
[7]. However, we are not aware of any existing BWE meth-
ods that explicitly explore syntactic knowledge about speech.
Note that there has recently been an approach [3] that used
language information to improve the performance of source-
filter models for BWE. However, this approach requires an
a-priori transcription of the given speech. In contrast, our
technique does not require any information about the content
of the specific instance of speech but rather uses syntactical
constraints in the form of a language model.

2. MODEL OF AUDIO

Non-negative spectrogram factorization refers to a class of
techniques that include non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF) [8] and its probabilistic counterparts such as proba-
bilistic latent component analysis (PLCA) [9]. In this section,



we first describe this with respect to PLCA because that is
the technique used in [5]. We then describe the non-negative
hidden Markov model (N-HMM) [10] and explain how it
overcomes some of the limitations of non-negative spectro-
gram factorization.

(a) Probabilistic Latent Component Analysis

(b) Non-negative Hidden Markov Model with left-to-right
transition model

Fig. 1. Comparison of non-negative models. Each column
here represents a spectral component. PLCA uses a single
large dictionary to explain a sound source, whereas the N-
HMM uses multiple small dictionaries and a Markov chain.

PLCA models each time frame of a given audio spectro-
gram as a linear combination of spectral components. The
model is as follows:

Pt(f) =
∑
z

Pt(z)P (f |z), (1)

where Pt(f) is approximately equal to the normalized spec-
trogram at time t, P (f |z) are spectral components (analogous
to dictionary elements), and Pt(z) is a distribution of mixture
weights at time frame t. All distributions are discrete. Given a
spectrogram, the parameters of PLCA can be estimated using
the expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm [9].

PLCA (Fig. 1(a)) uses a single dictionary of spectral com-
ponents to model a given sound source. Specifically, each
time frame of the spectrogram is explained by a linear combi-
nation of spectral components from the dictionary. For BWE,
the dictionary learned by PLCA on wideband audio is used to
reconstruct the missing frequencies of the narrowband audio.

Audio is non-stationary as the statistics of its spectrum
change over time. However, there is a structure in this non-
stationarity in the form of temporal dynamics. The dictio-
nary learned by PLCA ignores these important aspects of au-
dio: non-stationarity and temporal dynamics. To overcome
these issues, the N-HMM [10] was recently proposed (Fig.
1(b)). This model uses multiple dictionaries such that each
time frame of the spectrogram is explained by any one of the
several dictionaries (accounting for non-stationarity). Addi-
tionally it uses a Markov chain to explain the transitions be-
tween its dictionaries (accounting for temporal dynamics).

Ft

Qt Qt+1

Ft+1

vt+1vt

Zt Zt+1

Fig. 2. Graphical Model of the N-HMM. {Q, Z, F} is a set
of random variables, {q, z, f} their realization and t is the
index of time. Shaded variable indicates observed data. vt
represents the number of draws at time t.

Fig. 2 shows the graphical model of the N-HMM. Each
state q in the N-HMM corresponds to a dictionary. Each dic-
tionary contains a number of spectral components indexed by
z. Therefore, spectral component z of dictionary q is repre-
sented by P (f |z, q). The observation model at time t, which
corresponds to a linear combination of the spectral compo-
nents from dictionary q, is given by:

Pt(ft|qt) =
∑
zt

Pt(zt|qt)P (ft|zt, qt), (2)

where Pt(zt|qt) is a distribution of mixture weights at time t.
The transitions between states are modeled with a Markov
chain, given by P (qt+1|qt). All distributions are discrete.
Given a spectrogram, the N-HMM model parameters can be
estimated using an EM algorithm [7].

We can then reconstruct each time frame as follows:

Pt(f) =
∑
qt

Pt(ft|qt)γt(qt), (3)

where γt(qt) is the posterior distribution over the states, con-
ditioned on all the observations over all time frames. We
compute γt(qt) using the forward-backward algorithm [6] as
in HMMs when performing the EM iterations. Note that in
practice γt(qt) tends to have a probability of nearly 1 for one
of the dictionaries and 0 for all other dictionaries so there is
usually effectively only one active dictionary per time frame.

3. SYSTEM OVERIVEW
A block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig.
3. The goal is to learn an N-HMM for each speaker from
training data of that speaker and syntactic knowledge com-
mon to all speakers (in the form of a language model). We
construct each speaker-level N-HMM in two steps. We first
learn a N-HMM for each word in the vocabulary, detailed in
Sec. 4. We then build a language model by concatenating
all the word models together according to the word transi-
tions specified by the language model, as elaborated in Sec.
5. Given the narrowband speech, the learned speaker-level



Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed system. Our cur-
rent implementation includes modules with solid lines. Mod-
ules with dashed lines indicate possible extensions in order to
make the system more feasible for large vocabulary BWE.

N-HMM can be utilized to perform bandwidth expansion by
estimating the missing frequencies as an audio spectrogram
imputation problem. This is described in Sec. 6.

Learning a word model for each word in a vocabulary is
suitable for small vocabularies. However, it is not likely to
be feasible for larger vocabularies. In this paper we are sim-
ply establishing that the use of a language model does im-
prove BWE, rather than selecting the most scalable modeling
strategy for large vocabulary situations. This work can be ex-
tended to use subword models such as phonelike units (PLUs)
[6], which have been quite successful in ASR. In Fig. 3, we
illustrate these extensions using dashed lines.

4. WORD MODELS

For each word in our vocabulary, we learn the parameters of
an N-HMM from multiple instances (recordings) of that word
as routinely done with HMMs in small vocabulary speech
recognition [6]. The N-HMM parameters are learned using
the EM algorithm [7].

Let V (k), k = 1 · · ·N , be the kth spectrogram instance
of a given word. We compute the E step of EM algorithm
separately for each instance. The procedure is the same as
in [7]. This gives us the marginalized posterior distributions
P

(k)
t (zt, qt|ft, f̄) and P (k)

t (qt, qt+1|f̄) for each word instance
k. Here, f̄ denotes the observed magnitude spectrum across
all time frames, which is the entire spectrogram V (k).

We use these marginalized posterior distributions in the M
step of the EM algorithm. Specifically, we compute a separate
weights distribution for each word instance k as follows:

P
(k)
t (zt|qt) =

∑
ft
V

(k)
ft P

(k)
t (zt, qt|ft, f̄)∑

zt

∑
ft
V

(k)
ft P

(k)
t (zt, qt|ft, f̄)

, (4)

where V (k)
ft is the magnitude (at time t and frequency f ) of

spectrogram V (k) of word instance k.
However, we estimate a single set of dictionaries of spec-

tral components and a single transition matrix using the
marginalized posterior distributions of all instances of a given
word as follows:

P (f |z, q) =

∑
k

∑
t V

(k)
ft P

(k)
t (z, q|f, f̄)∑

f

∑
k

∑
t V

(k)
ft P

(k)
t (z, q|f, f̄)

(5)

P (qt+1|qt) =

∑
k

∑T−1
t=1 P

(k)
t (qt, qt+1|f̄)∑

qt+1

∑
k

∑T−1
t=1 P

(k)
t (qt, qt+1|f̄)

(6)

The remaining parameters are estimated as described in [10]
Once we learn the set of dictionaries and transition matrix

for each word of a given speaker, we need to combine them
into a single speaker dependent N-HMM.

5. SPEAKER LEVEL MODEL

The goal of the language model is to provide an estimate of
the probability of a word sequence W for a given task. If we
assume that W is a specified sequence of words, i.e.,

W = w1w2...wQ, (7)

P (W ) can be computed as:

P (W ) =P (w1w2...wQ) (8)
=P (w1)P (w2|w1)P (w3|w1w2)...

P (wQ|w1w2...wQ−1).

In practice, N-gram (N = 2 or 3) word models are used to
approximate the term P (wj |w1...wj−1) as:

P (wj |w1...wj−1) ≈ P (wj |wj−N+1...wj−1) (9)

i.e., based only on the preceding N − 1 words.
The conditional probabilities P (wj |wj−N+1...wj−1) can

be estimated by the relative frequency approach:

P̂ (wj |wj−N+1...wj−1) =
R(wj , wj−1, ..., wj−N+1)

R(wj−1, ..., wj−N+1)
, (10)

where R(·) is the number of occurrences of the string in its
argument in the given training corpus.

In an N-HMM, we learn a Markov chain that explains the
temporal dynamics between the dictionaries. Each dictionary
corresponds to a state in the N-HMM. Since we use an HMM
structure, we can readily use the idea of language model to
constrain the Markov chain to explain a valid grammar.

Once we learn an N-HMM for each word of a given
speaker, we combine them into a single speaker dependent
N-HMM according to the language model. We do this by



constructing a large transition matrix that consists of each
individual word transition matrix. The transition matrix of
each individual word stays the same as specified in Eq. 6.
However, the language model dictates the transitions between
words. In this paper, the syntax to which every sentence in the
corpus conforms to is provided in [11]. However, when this
is not the case, one can learn the language model as described
above.

6. ESTIMATION OF INCOMPLETE DATA

So far, we have shown how to learn a speaker-level N-HMM
that combines the acoustic knowledge of each word, and syn-
tactic knowledge, in the form of language model, from wide-
band speech. With respect to wideband speech, we can con-
sider narrowband speech as incomplete data since certain fre-
quency bands are missing. We generally know the frequency
range of narrowband speech. We therefore know which fre-
quency bands are missing and consequently which entries of
the spectrogram of narrowband speech are missing. Our ob-
jective is to estimate these entries. Intuitively, once we have
a speaker-level N-HMM, we estimate the mixture weights for
spectral component of each dictionary, as well as the expected
values for the missing entries of the spectrogram.

We denote the observed regions of a spectrogram V as V o

and the missing regions as V m = V \V o. Within a magnitude
spectrum Vt at time t, we represent the set of observed entries
as V o

t and the missing entries as V m
t . F o

t will refer to the set
of frequencies for which the values of Vt are known, i.e. the
set of frequencies in V o

t . Fm
t will similarly refer to the set of

frequencies for which the values of Vt are missing, i.e. the set
of frequencies in V m

t . V o
t (f) and V m

t (f) will refer to specific
frequency entries of V o

t and V m
t respectively. For narrowband

telephone speech, we set F o
t = {f |300 ≤ f ≤ 3400} and

Fm
t = {f |f < 300 or f > 3400} for all t.

Our method is an N-HMM based imputation technique
that works for the estimation of missing frequencies in the
spectrogram, as described in our previous work [12].

In this method, we perform N-HMM parameter estima-
tion on the narrowband spectrogram. However, the only pa-
rameters that we estimate are the mixture weights. We keep
the dictionaries and transition matrix from the speaker level
N-HMM fixed. One issue is that the dictionaries are learned
on wideband speech (Sec. 4) but we are trying to fit them
to narrowband speech. We therefore only consider the fre-
quencies of the dictionaries that are present in the narrow-
band spectrogram: F o

t , for the purposes of mixture weights
estimation. However, once we estimate the mixture weights,
we reconstruct the wideband spectrogram using all of the fre-
quencies of the dictionaries.

The resulting value Pt(f) in Eq. 3. (the counterpart for
PLCA is Eq. 1) can be viewed as an estimate of the relative
magnitude of of the frequencies at time t. However, we need
estimates of the absolute magnitudes of the missing frequen-

cies so that they are consistent with the observed frequencies.
We therefore need to estimate a scaling factor for Pt(f). In
order to do this, we sum the values of the uncorrupted fre-
quencies in the original audio to get not =

∑
f∈Fo

t
V o
t (f).

We then sum the values of Pt(f) for f ∈ F o
t to get pot =∑

f∈Fo
t
Pt(f). The expected magnitude at time t is obtained

by dividing not by pot , which gives us a scaling factor. The
expected value of any missing term V m

t (f) can then be esti-
mated by:

E[V m
t (f)] =

not
pot
Pt(f) (11)

The audio BWE process can be summarized as follows:

1. Learn an N-HMM word model for each word in the
training data set using the EM algorithm, as described
in Sec. 4 from the wideband speech corpus. We now
have a set of dictionaries, each of which corresponds
roughly to a phoneme in the training data. We call these
wideband dictionaries.

2. Combine the word models into one single speaker de-
pendent N-HMM model as described in Sec. 5.

3. Given the narrowband speech, construct the narrow-
band dictionaries by considering only the frequencies
of the wideband dictionaries that are present in the nar-
rowband spectrogram – f ∈ F o

4. Perform N-HMM parameter estimation on the nar-
rowband spectrogram. Specifically, learn the mixture
weights Pt(zt|qt) and keep all of the other parameters
fixed.

5. Calculate Pt(f) as shown in Eq. 3 using the wideband
dictionaries and the mixture weights estimated in step
4.

6. Reconstruct the corrupted audio spectrogram as fol-
lows:

V̄t(f) =

 Vt(f) if f ∈ F o
t

E[V m
t (f)] if f ∈ Fm

t

(12)

7. Convert the estimated spectrogram to the time domain.

This paper does not address the problem of missing phase
recovery. Instead we use the recovered spectrogram with the
original phase to re-synthesize the time domain signal. We
found this to be more perceptually pleasing than a standard
phase recovery method [13].

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We performed experiments on a subset of the speech separa-
tion challenge training data set [11]. We selected 10 speakers
(5 male and 5 female), with 500 sentences per speaker. We



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Example of speech BWE. The x-axis is time and y-axis frequency. a) Original speech; b) Narrowband speech. c) Result
using the PLCA; Regions marked with white-edge boxes are regions in which PLCA performed poorly. d) Result using the
proposed method.

learned N-HMMs for each speaker using 450 of the 500 sen-
tences, and used the the remaining 50 sentences as the test
set.

We segmented the training sentences into words in order
to learn individual word models as described in Sec. 4. We
used one state per phoneme. This is less than what is typi-
cally used in speech recognition because we did not want to
excessively constrain the model.We then combined the word
models of a given speaker into a single N-HMM according to
the language model, as described in Sec. 5 .

We performed speech BWE using the language-model
constrained N-HMM on the 50 sentences per speaker in the
test set, totaling 500 sentences. As a comparison, we per-
formed BWE using PLCA [5] with a scaling factor calculated
in Eq. 11 . When using PLCA, we used the same training
and test sets that we used with the proposed model. How-
ever, we simply concatenated all of the training data of a
given speaker and learned a single dictionary for that speaker,
which is customary when using non-negative spectrogram
factorizations.

We considered two different conditions. The first one is
to expand the bandwidth of telephony speech signals, referred
to as Con-A. The input narrowband signal has a bandwidth of
300 to 3400 Hz. In the second condition, referred to as Con-
B, we removed all the frequencies below 1000 Hz. In Con-B,
the speech is considerably more corrupted than the telephony
speech since speech usually has strong energy distributed in
the low frequencies. For both categories, we reconstructed
wideband signals with frequencies up to 8000 Hz.

Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR)1 and overall rating [14] for
speech enhancement (OVRL) are used to measure the narrow-
band speech and the outputs of both methods. In this context,
SNR measures the “signal to difference” ratio between orig-
inal and reconstructed signals. The higher the number, the

1SNR = 10log10

∑
t s(t)2∑

t(s̄(t)−s(t))2
where s(t) and ¯s(t) are the original

and the reconstructed signals respectively.

closer the reconstructed signal is to the original one. OVRL
is the predicted overall quality of speech using the scale of the
Mean Opinion Score (1=bad, 2=poor, 3=fair, 4=good, 5=ex-
cellent).

We first illustrate the proposed method with an example
in Fig. 4 . The original audio is a 2.2-second clip of speech
of a male speaker saying, “bin blue with s seven soon”. We
removed the lower 1000 Hz of the spectrogram. The lower
4000 Hz are plotted in log-scale. Compared to PLCA, the
proposed method provides a higher-quality reconstruction
as can be clearly seen in the low frequencies. PLCA tends
to be problematic with the reconstruction of low-end en-
ergy. We have marked with white-edge boxes the regions
in Fi. 4(c) where PLCA performed poorly. The proposed
method, on the other hand, has recovered most of the lower
harmonics quite accurately. Sound Examples are available
at music.cs.northwestern.edu/research.php?
project=imputation#Example_MLSP to show the
perceptual quality of the reconstructed signals.

The averaged performance across all 10 speakers is re-
ported in Tab. 1 . The score for each speaker is averaged
over all 50 sentences for that speaker. As shown, both meth-
ods produce results that have significantly better audio qual-
ity than the given narrowband speech. The proposed method,
however, outperforms PLCA in both conditions using both
metrics. The improvements of both metrics in both conditions
are statistically significant between the proposed method and
PLCA by student t-test with p-values smaller than 0.01.

In Con-A, PLCA has improved the speech quality (in
terms of OVRL metric) of the input narrowband signals from
“bad” to “between fair and good”. The proposed method has
further improved the rating to “above good”. In Con-B, the
OVRL metric of the corrupted speech signal is improved from
“bad” to “above poor” by PLCA, and further to “between fair
and good” by the proposed method. The improvement is
clearly more apparent in Con-B than in Con-A. The reason

music.cs.northwestern.edu/research.php?project=imputation#Example_MLSP
music.cs.northwestern.edu/research.php?project=imputation#Example_MLSP


Con-A Input PLCA Proposed
SNR (dB) 4.20 7.58 10.87

OVRL 1.15 3.58 4.26

Con-B Input PLCA Proposed
SNR (dB) 0.17 1.43 5.90

OVRL 1.00 2.26 3.41

Table 1. Performance of audio BWE using the proposed method and PLCA.

is that Con-B is more heavily corrupted, so the spectral in-
formation alone is not enough to get reasonable results and
the temporal information from the language model is able to
boost the performance.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a method to perform audio BWE using lan-
guage models in the N-HMM framework. We have shown
that the use of language models to constrain non-negative
models has led to improved speech BWE performance
when compared to a non-negative spectrogram factoriza-
tion method. The main contribution of this paper is to show
that the use of speech recognition machinery for the BWE
problem is promising. In the proposed system, the acoustic
knowledge of the word models and the syntactic knowledge
in the form of a language model are incorporated to improve
the results of BWE. The methodology was shown with re-
spects to speech and language models, but it can be used in
other contexts in which high-level structure information is
available. One such example is incorporating music theory
into the N-HMM framework for BWE of musical signals.

The current system can be extended in several ways to
more complex language models as used in speech recogni-
tion. As discussed in Sec. 4, our system can be extended to
use sub-word models, in order for it to be feasible for large-
vocabulary speech BWE. Our current algorithm is an offline
method since we used the forward-backward algorithm. In
order for it to work online, we can simply use the forward
algorithm [6].
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